
Tier Benefits:
Tier 1: 

Seedling
Tier 2: 

Budding Star Ins

Tier 3:
BloomTV Network

Star

Videos hosted on BloomTV's Streaming
Channel

X X  

Social recognition X X  

Newsletter recognition X X  

Access to marketing materials X X  

Monthly group support / ideation calls X X  

Enrollment into affiliate program X X  

Unlimited one on one support / ideation calls  X  

BloomTV covers the cost of production  X  

BloomTV's team produces extended pilot  X  

Compensation for Talent's time  X  

Storyboarding with BloomTV's team    

Featured guest on the BloomTV Podcast  X  

Broadcast opportunities  X  

Opportunities to be featured in print  X  

Paid ad campaigns attached to afffiliate
program

 X  

Sponsorship opportunities  X  

Virtual watch party for pilot premier  X  

Brand build out    

PR campaigns    

Merchandising Opportunities    

BloomTV covers the cost of a full season    

Merchandising Opportunities    

Recognized as a "BloomTV Network

Star" on BloomTV
   

Dedicated talent manager    

Pilot & Production Tiers



Tier 1: Seedling Tier 2: Budding Star Tier 3: BloomTV
Network Star

 

One pilot episode

submission (15 to 30

minutes in length)

Proper licensing rights

/ ownership to any

music used in

production

Promotion of pilot to

social network

May NOT use any

BloomTV

branding/logos in

production

Must be filmed

horizontally 

Work with

BloomTV's team to

storyboard/ideate

on the extended

pilot

Participate in a

virtual watch party

for the pilot premier

One virtual live Q&A

with watch party

attendees

Promotion of

BloomTV produced

extended pilot to

social network

Aligned marketing

efforts

"BloomTV Budding

Star" title visible on

website and social

Work with

BloomTV's team to

storyboard/ideate

on the full season

PR appearances

Aligned marketing

efforts 

Recognition that you

are a BloomTV

Network Star on

website and social

Pilot & Production Tier
Descriptions / Requirements

 (Pilots have performed well, and
now a full season has been created)

 (Pilot submission has done well on
BloomTV, and is now being brought

in for phase 2 to create an
extended pilot shot by BloomTV)

(Someone who has submitted a
pilot and is in the running for a

production on BloomTV based off of
that pilot submission)



Views on BloomTV
Subscriptions from content contributor’s affiliate code
Audience retention
Viewer interest
Sponsor interest 
Engaging content 
Quality of work

Whether you are entering into our Workshop and Tutorial Tiers, or our
Pilot Creator Tiers, everyone starts in Tier 1. Content submitted will be
assessed quarterly based on a combination of:
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Moving Tiers  


